Communication (Gr6 and higher)

**BETWEEN PEOPLE**
- debate
- compromise
- discrimination
- consent
- decline

**INFLUENCING OTHERS**
- influence
- persuade
- urged
- appeal
- stress

**PRESENTING INFORMATION**
- declared
- indicate
- represent
- exposed
- transmitted

**THOUGHT**
- Mental actions:
  - interpret
  - reflected
  - designed
  - derived
  - distinguish
- States & descriptions:
  - conscious
  - logical
  - potential
  - deliberately
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**Communication (Gr6 and higher)**

Word-family map

- declares
  - declared
  - declaring
- formal declaration
- declaration of peace
- declare war
- declare bankruptcy
- undeclared
- declaration
- declarative
- declaratory
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Communication (Gr6 and higher)
Word-family map

transmits
transmitted
transmitting

radio transmission
manual transmission
automatic transmission
transmissible disease

transmitter
transmission
transmissible

neurotransmitter
untransmitted
retransmit
retransmits
retransmitted
retransmitting
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Communication (Gr6 and higher)
Word-family map

interpret
interprets
interpreted
interpreting

sign language interpreter
literal interpretation
interpreive dance

misinterpret
misinterprets
misinterpreted
misinterpreting

interpreter
interpretation
interpreive
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Communication (Gr6 and higher)
Word-family map

conscious decision
conscious effort
unconscious bias
environmentally conscious
fashion conscious
collective consciousness
knocked unconscious

conscious

unconsciousness
unconscious
semiconscious
subconscious
unconsciously
subconsciously

consciousness
consciously
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Communication (Gr6 and higher)
Multiple-meaning-word map

There is very good evidence that being with a calm and friendly dog lowers blood pressure and reduces feelings of **stress**... *(Animal influence)*

**feelings of worry and tension caused by problems (n)**

Zoo animals may have little or no private space. They may not get to have any quiet time away from other animals. Because of this, some animals may start to show signs of **stress**. *(Good zoo, bad zoo)*

You pronate, which means that your put more **stress** on the insides of your feet when you run. *(Running like a pro)*

**stress**

**to make an idea sound stronger because it is important (v)**

The report does, however, **stress** that progress is possible. *(Global malnutrition)*

**physical pressure put on something (n)**

Sometimes, the movement of the rocks against one another causes tremendous **stress** on the Earth. To relieve this **stress**, the rock breaks and creates a great deal of energy. *(Volcanoes)*

“You can't get away with any behavior you want online,” **stresses** McBride. *(Protect your privacy online)*
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Communication (Gr6 and higher)
Multiple-meaning-word map

The more I reflected on Mr. Dickinson’s rude lecture in the State House yard, the more I was vexed with it...
(Adams declaring independence)

thought deeply about something (v)

Anne reflected with her chin in her hands. "It must be rather interesting, don’t you think, Matthew?"
(Anne of Green Gables)

showed what an attitude or situation feels like (v)

Dada artwork reflected the loss of hope and sense of frustration artists were experiencing as war raged.
(Advanced arts)

reflected

bounced back an image, light, heat, or sound from a surface (v)

A T-shirt blocks a lot of light. But it doesn’t block it all. Some of the sunlight is reflected. That’s why I can see my T-shirt.
(Light strikes)

My face must have reflected my shock, for the boss slapped me reassuringly on the back.
(Black boy)
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